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New Features



Compare Multiple Resumes

Now you can easily compare multiple 

resumes side by side. This new feature of 

TargetRecruit allows you to evaluate 

resumes with similar skillsets, at once. 

You can look at all applicants of a job and 

analyze them. Just click on “Review 

Resumes” and preview two to eight 

resumes in a single screen. Resumes can 

be approved, rejected or saved for later.

Select the right candidate in no time.



Opportunity to Jobs

The sales team will now be able to 

convert opportunities to new jobs. This 

cool new feature is built in such a way 

that users can create as many jobs as 

needed, from one sales opportunity.

Just click on "Convert to Job” option and 

a new job page appears. 

Efficiently manage and report on sales 

opportunities with this new feature. 



History Tracking

Recruiters can now view the historical 

source of resumes that have been added 

to your TargetRecruit ATS. LinkedIn, 

Monster, Indeed…understand the source 

of a candidate application and where it’s 

coming from so you know where to spend 

your sourcing dollars.

Do not waste any more time in tracking 

the source of your applications.



Submit Candidates to Clients in a Click 

Whether you are searching candidates or 

are looking at a candidate profile, you can 

submit a candidate to any open job of any 

client. 

With this submit candidate feature of the 

TargeRecruit ATS, you can quickly submit 

any candidate to multiple accounts 

wherever there are relevant open jobs.

Submit a candidate profile to one or 

more clients in one view.



Enhancements



Set Password for Client Contacts

Now you can set passwords for all portal login users. For every client contact created, you can 

create passwords using the “Set CMS Password” option on their profile, which can then be used by 

clients to log into their customer portal.

Custom Sort

Recruiters can now define the sorting order of a candidate search. By default, candidate search is 

sorted in the alphabetical order of candidate names. With this new feature, sorting order can be done 

multiple ways.

Email Opt-out

If a candidate is not interested in receiving emails or you do not intend to send any further 

communication, you can now enable the Email Opt-out checkbox on his profile. This will make sure 

that the candidate doesn’t receive any notification or promotional emails.
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Mobile Responsive and Customizable Portals

With our new mobile responsive portals, all of the content will automatically adapt to a layout 

specifically optimized for the screen size, making them fully mobile-friendly. Portals are now even 

more customizable as well. So, change colors, add logo’s and other branding elements to enhance 

the experience.

Import LinkedIn/ Indeed Profile URLs

When you import candidates or job applicants from a job boards search, their candidate profiles will 

now have their LinkedIn or Indeed URLs as well. This way you can access their complete information 

on LinkedIn or Indeed anytime.

Auto-Generate Approved Timecards

Every time a timecard is approved,  it will auto-generate a PDF including time card records, approver 

name, approval date, etc. All the details related to receivables get auto-attached if an expense 

category is marked as billable.
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Integrations



Leading Software and Telecommunications Solution

Highlights

• Now integrate phone communications directly into TargetRecruit

• Optimize your business relationships with candidates and clients

• Easily access call functionality and associated data

• Increase productivity and reduce manual errors.

CloudCall helps more than 22,000 staffing, recruiting and sales teams boost their productivity by tightly 

integrating their phones into their CRM and ATS solutions. Visit www.cloudcall.com for more details.

http://www.cloudcall.com/


Bug Fixes



• Issue with Manage CMS Site Setup: Users used to encounter an error upon clicking Setup on 

the CMS Site Setup page. This issue has been fixed with this release and the Setup proceed 

further successfully.

• Forgot password notification for non-existing users: This was a notification error for user IDs 

that couldn’t be found in the database. Whenever a user clicked on forgot password and 

entered a non-existent user ID, an error message was displayed. This has been fixed and a 

correct message is now displayed.

• Duplicate username detection in CMS: Whenever a user would try to create a CMS profile for 

an existing candidate, an error message was displayed which was confusing. Now a correct 

notification is displayed informing the candidate that the user name already exists.

• Formatting issues in the Job Description rich text field for the Lightning version have been fixed 

as well.
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